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Abstract
Cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain, which innervate all cortical regions [I], modulate
neuronal excitability [2, 31 and influence learning and memory [4, 5, 61. Cholinergic reduction of spike freqiiency adaptation i n cortical neurons in response to a square pulse input is
considered an important mechanism for cholinergic control of neuronal excitability [2, 3, 71,
the generation of theta rhythms [8, 91, and cholinergic modulation of higher level functions
[lo, 111. We used whole cell patch clamp recordings in neocortical slices and computational
simulations to show that, in contrast to the strong spike frequency adaptation observed with
square pulse inputs, spike frequency adaptation was reduced or absent with fluctuating inputs
that resemble in vivo conditions [I,!?].Furthermore, unlike modulation of responses to square
pulse inputs, displacement of spike times in response to fluctuating inputs following cholinergic modulation was less than three milliseconds, comparable to the spike jitter observed
during visual stimulation under in vivo conditions [13]. These results suggest that cholinergic modulation is compatible with a neural code based on precise spike timing [la, 15, 161
but not a spike interval code, and that cholinergic mechanisms other than those involving
adaptation [17, 18, 191 may contribute significantly to cholinergic modulation of learning
and memoy [2O].
We stimulated neocortical neurons in the rat visual cortex with both conventional square
pulse inputs and fluctuating inputs that resembled the impact of synaptic inputs recorded
in vivo. In previous studies using square pulse inputs, xetylcholine significantly enhanced
the firing rate by blocking the currents underlying spike frequency adaptation [2,3, 71 (Fig.
la and lc). Cholinergic reduction of adaption has also been linked to higher level processing
through neural network models of learning and memory and theta wave generation [8, 9,
10, 111. In contrast t o the strong spike frequency adaptation evoked by a square pulse input
(Fig. la), injection of a fluctuating current into neocortical neurons reduced or completely
eliminated pronounced spike frequency adaptation (Fig. lb). Adaptation measured within
a block of 20 trials was high only when square pulse inputs were used and became much
weaker for fluctuating inputs (cf. 2a and 2b control; paired t test, k4.923, p .001, N=10).
Instead of a differential increase of excitability for the later period of stimulation due to
a blockade of adaptation (Fig. 2a), cholinergic modulation increased the excitability more
uniformly for the fluctuating input (Fig. 2b).
Does cholinergic modulation of adaptation contribute to cholinergic control of excitability in a manner that depends on the form of input? The increase in excitability and the
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Figure 1: Cholinergic modulation of spike trains elicited by square pulse and fluctuating inputs
in a neocortical neuron (a-d) and a model neuron (e-h). a, Strong spike frequency adaptation in
response to 90 pA square pulse current injection (below). b, Reduced spike frequency adaptation
in response to the fluctuating current injection (standard deviation of fluctuation: 72 PA; mean
amplitude: 90 PA). The solid and white bars under the voltage traces mark the first and second
halves of the total stimulus duration (900 ms). c, Cholinergic reduction of adaptation and nonuniform increase of excitability in response to the same input as in a (carbachol: 5 pM); d, Uniform
increase of excitability due to cholinergic modulation in response to the same stimulus as in b. e,
Model: Strong spike frequency adaptation in response to 150 pA square pulse current injection
(below). f, Model: Reduced spike frequency adaptation in response to the fluctuating current
injection (standard deviation of fluctuation: 150 PA, mean amplitude: 150 PA). g, Model: Simulated
cholinergic reduction of adaptation and non-uniform increase of excitability in response to the same
input as in e. h, Model: Uniform cholinergic increase of excitability in response to the same stimulus
as in f
reduction in adaptation induced by carbachol (5 pM) for the square pulse and fluctuating
iputs are graphed in Fig. 2c. The lines connecting the control (origin) t o the carbachol
condition were less steep for the fluctuating inputs (filled circle) than for the square pulse
inputs (open circle), indicating that reducing spike frequency adaptation became less effective in enhancing neuronal excitability when input fluctuations were increased (p .032,
N=5).
To show that the reduced adaptation due t o increased stimulus fluctuation observed in
the slice experiments is a general property of cortical neurons over a wide range of conditions, we constructed a model neuron that exhibited the basic response characteristics of
neocortical neurons (Figs. 1,2, and 4). In the model, spike frequency adaptation decreased
as a function of increasing amplitude of stimulus fluctuation (Fig. 3a) for different levels
of mean synaptic inputs, a range of initial degrees of adaptation, and a variety of model
geometries. If reduction of adaptation contributes less to cholinergic control of excitability
(Fig. 2c), then IAHP,the primary current underlying adaptation [17] should correspondingly show less correlation with increasing excitability. Simulations a t multiple levels of
cholinergic reduction of I s A ~ produced
p
less increase in neuronal excitability when the
stimulus fluctuation was increased (Fig. 3b). The relatively uniform increase of excitability
throughout the stimulation interval during fluctuating inputs suggests an important role for
other potassium currents. This is supported by the simulations showing that modulation of
Ire& and IMsignificantly potentiated the effects of cholinergic modulation of IsAHP
on excitability (Fig. 4c and 4d). Although spike frequency adaptation induced by a square pulse
input has been considered a powerful mechanism in mediating cholinergic enhancement of
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Figure 2: Effect of stimulus fluctuation on adaptation and effect of cholinergic modulation on the
relationship between adaptation and excitability in neocortical (a-c) and model (d-f) neurons. For
each condition shown in Fig. 1, the average spike count C1 during the first half (solid) and C2
the second half (white) of the stimulation (900 ms) are plotted in the bar graphs for a block of 26
trials. An adaptation index is defined as A = ( C l - C2)lCl. For the fluctuating input, the same
random sequence was repeated during the first and second half of stimulus to insure fair comparison.
and 20 different sequences were used. Carbachol = 5 pM for all panels. a, Square pulse input
control (mean* sem): A=83&4%. Carbachol: A=36f 2%. b, Fluctuating input, control: A=26f 2%.
Carbachol: A=22f 3%. c, Increase in excitability as a function of reduction of adaptation from two
neurons (right and left) in response to carbachol for square pulse inputs (open circle) and fluctuating
inputs (filled circle). For fluctuating inputs, carbachol was less effective in increasing the excitability
for a given amount of reduction in adaptation compared to those for square pulse inputs, as judged
by the shallower slope of the lines connecting the control (origin) to the carbaichol conditions. The
slope difference, the initial adaptation, and the absolute firing rate varied from cell to cell, some
of which were strongly adapting; however for all cells examined, the slopes for fluctuating inputs
were consistently smaller than for square pulse inputs. d, Model, square pulse inputs, control: A=
47f 3%. Carbachol: A d 6 f 2%. e, Model, fluctuating inputs, control: A= 27f 3%. Carbachol:
A=13f2%. f , The model neuron also had a smaller slope for fluctuating inputs than for square
pulse inputs.
neuronal excitability [2,3], t h e reduction o r lack of adaptation observed with t h e fluctuating
inputs (which should be even less influential at 37OC[23]), suggests t h a t t h e contribution
of spike frequency adaptation t o normal function and to cholinergic control of excitability
in vivo needs t o be reconsidered. T h e decreased impact of IAHP and t h e strong interaction
among multiple potassium currents under fluctuating inputs suggests t h a t other cholinergic
mechanisms, such as a reduction in leak potassium o r M currents [17, 191, o r selective s u p
pression of recurrent synaptic transmission [18] should be included in formulating theories
on cellular basis of learning and memory and in designing drugs t h a t alleviate cognitive
deficits.
T h e effects of cholinergic modulation observed with fluctuating stimuli have implications
for t h e possibility of temporal coding in t h e neocortex [14, 15, 16, 241. T h e preservation of
spike timing suggests t h a t although acetylcholine enhances neuronal excitability, a stable
code based on spike-timing can be maintained under varying concentrations of neuromod-
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ulators, contrary t o previous expectations based on conventional square pulse inputs. By
probing neurons with stimuli resembling in vivo conditions, it may be possible t o uncover
other emergent properties and create new links between cellular mechanisms and higher
level cognitive functions.
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Figure 3: Simulation results on adaptation and cholinergic control of excitability from a model
cortical neuron. a, Adaptation decreases as a function of stimulus fluctuation. N = 20 trials (20
seeds) per condition. Similar results were also obtained for (1) more strongly adapting cells with
'very large values of the slow calcium dependent potassium conductance g ~ ( c , )(0.2 to 1.6 pS/,um2,
shown for 0.8 pS/pm2); (2) Mean current injection from 100 pA to 300 PA, shown for 150 PA. (3)
10 and 1 compartment layer 2/3 pyramidal cell models, shown for the 10-compartment model. b,
Increased excitability as a function of reduction in IsAHP. The solid lines represent different levels
of stimulus fluctuation. The slope decreases as stimulus fluctuation increases (from 0, 50, 100 to
150 PA), indicating that reducing IaAHP becomes less effective in enhancing excitability as input
fluctuation increases. To simulate the primary carbachol effect, g ~ ( c , )was set to 0.8, 0.6, 0.4,
and 0.2 pS/pm2 respectively for control (origin) and increasing carbachol concentrations (successive
points on the solid line). c and d, Modulation of other potassium currents potentiate the effect of
IsAHP modulation on cholinergic control of excitability. In the absence of IM and Ileak modulation,
complete blockade of IsAHPincreased the firing rate from 13 to 18 Hz. c, Accompanied by a complete
IM blockade, the effect of IsAHP modulation almost doubled (14 to 27 HZ). d, Accompanied by a
modulation of
associated with an increase in resting membrane potential by 10 mV, the effects
~ p
increased by a half (16 to 27 Hz).
of I s ~ modulation

A cortical neuron is generally thought t o carry information in its average rate of spiking,
but the timing of individual spikes may also be important [21, 14, 15,16,22] Since neurons
function in a dynamic neuromodulatory environment, the code used by the nervous system
must be stable during changes in neuromodulator concentrations. Modification of spike
timing, implied by cholinergic reduction in spike frequency adaptation tp a square pulse
input (Fig. 4 4 , might disrupt information conveyed by spike times. However, in t h e
presence of carbachol, the timing of t h e spikes, but not interspike intervals, was preserved
t o the same fluctuating inputs, despite an increase in excitability due t o the insertion of
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additional spikes (Fig. 4b). Cholinergic preservation of spike timing between the control
and carbachol conditions is indicated by the minimal displacement of spikes shown in the
smoothed histograins (Fig. 4c). The mean spike displacement for carbachol concentrations
of 5 pM and 7.5 pM was 2.76f 0.38 ms (N=14), less than the minimum spike jitter of 3 t o
5 ms reported in vivo for visual cortex [13].

Figure 4: Cholinergic modulation preserved spike timing in response to the same fluctuating input.
a, Cholinergic reduction.of spike frequency adaptation to constant input for a neocortical neuron.
The gray vertical lines show the timing of spike initiation under the control condition. Misalignment
to the carbachol condition indicates a modification of spike timing. b, Cholinergic modulation
preserved spike timing and enhanced excitability by inserting additional spikes for the fluctuating
input condition. c, Preservation of spike timing for fluctuating inputs shown in smoothed histograms
(20 trials), comparing control (above) and carbachol (inverted) in the same neuron. d, Preservation
of spike timing for fluctuating inputs in the model neuron. The displacement in spike timing for each
event (see [14]) in the histogram, di, is defined as the time difference between the nearest peaks of
the events under carbachol and control conditions. The weight for each event, wi, is determined by
the height of the event (the greater the height, the less the spike jitter). Define mean displacement,
D = C d i w i / C wj, where i = 1,2, ... is the event index in the control condition. For each cell, D
was measured using identical fluctuating input. For 5 and 7.5 pM carbachol (meanf sem): 2.76f .38
ms, N=15; for 15 pM carbachol: D=3.33 rns, N=l; for 30 pM carbachol: D=9.3 ms, N=2. For all
18 cells examined, the range of mean current injection is from 50 to 120 PA; standard deviation of
current fluctuation from 50 to 100 PA. The spike jitter, measured as the mean half width of the
events, under repeated identical stimulation was not changed significantly by carbachol (standard
deviation for control (meanf sem) was 0.9 f0.3ms and for the carbachol condition was 0.9 f 0.4 ms).

Methods
Experimental: Coronal slices of 400 pm were prepared from 14 t o 18 days old Long Evans
rats. Using the whole cell patch-clamp technique, somatic recordings were obtained under
current clamp from 30 neocortical neurons in the rat visual cortex under room temperature (23OC). Resting potential = -64.1f 1.07 (meanfsem); input resistance = 221f 30
(meanfsem). The patch pipet contains (in mM): 100 KGluconate, 25 KC1, 5 NaC1, 0.2
EGTA, 10.0 HEPES, 4.0 ATP-Mg and 0.3 GTP-Li. External solution contains (in mM):
126 NaCl, 1.25 NaH2P04, 10.0 D-glucose, 2.50 KC1, 2.00 MgC12, 2.00 CaC12. Data were
taken at the mid-portion of the neuron's total dynamic range t o avoid ceiling effect. The
cholinergic agonist carbachol at concentrations of 5, 7.5, 15, 30 pM was delivered through
bath perfusion (perfusion time: between 1 and 20 min). For each cell, three sets of blocks
were recorded before, during and after carbachol perfusion at a given concentration. Each
block contained 20 trials of stimulation under identical experimental conditions. To generate the fluctuating input, filtered Gaussian noise of zero mean was added to square pulse
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inputs [14, 251. The Gaussian noise signal was convolved with an alpha function with a
time constant of 3 ms [14], chosen t o reflect the time course of the synaptic events. Current
fluctuation were no greater than 80% of the mean input and resulted in a subthreshold
membrane potential fluctuation comparable t o those recorded under in vivo whole cell
patch-clamp [12].
Simulation: simulations were performed on a reduced 8 compartment model 1261,
- - . based
on a reconstructed layer 2 pyramidal cell [27] (data shown) and on a one compartment
model (data not shown) using the simulator NEURON [28].
An axon hillock and ini- tial segment comprising two additional compartments taken from [29] were added to the
8 compartment model. The models were constrained by the basic response characteristics of experimentally recorded neocortical neurons shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 4. (1)
Model parameters: Calcium dependency of the ~K(c,) and its channel density were modeled t o reproduce the recorded spike trains under control and carbachol conditions. The
implementation of the currents were the same as in [30] with following exceptions. Specific rate functions: fast sodium current, IN,: half-activation voltages were shifted by 5mV; slow non-inactivating potassium current, IKM:
a = 10-~(vC 35)/(1 - e - ( ~ + ~ ~ ) / ~ ) ,
p =(v 35)/(1- e(V+35)/9);high voltage activated calcium current, Ic, inactivation
: a = 4 . 5 7 . 1 0 - ~ e - ( ~ + ' ~ ) /P~=
~ ,0.001/(1+ e-(~+'~)/~');the slow calcium dependent potasp :
= 500([Ca:+I2 - [Ca++]L), P = 0.001. Calcium removal:
sium current, I s ~ ~a([Ca++]j)
d[~at+]/d=
t - 1 0 ~ I c , / 2 ~ - ([Cat+]-[Ca&+])/r, where r =I27 ms, and [Ca&+] = 50 nM.
Specific capacitance Cm = 1pF/pm2, specific membrane resistance Rm =40 KRcm2, specific axial resistance R, =200 Rcm, membrane resting potential -70mV. Channel densities
, 0.1;
(in pS/pm2) were as follows. Multicompartment model: Dendrites: gNa = 30; g ~ =
, 0.5. Soma: except
gK(ca) = 0.8, g~~ = 0.25, fast potassium delayed rectifier: g ~ =
g ~ =" 6 same as dendrites. Axon hillock and initial segment: g ~ =, 30,000 and g ~ , =
, 700.
The dendritic passive and active properties except R, were scaled by a factor of 3 to compensate for the reduction of surface area due t o the reduction method [26]. One compartment
model: g ~ =, 400, g ~ =" 4, gc, = 0.1; g ~ ( c , )= 2.8, (no gKM). Other properties as in the
multicompartment model. Temperature: 23OC. (2) Cholinergic modulation: We simulated
the effects of carbachol by reducing three potassium conductances, ~ K ( c , ) , g ~and~gK,Ieak,
,
underlying the I s ~ ~I M
p ,,and IK,,,~
respectively [31]. The primary carbachol effects were
, reduction in
simulated by a 75% reduction in g q c a ) , 12.5% reduction in g ~ and~ 12.5%
g ~ ~ , ,The
~ . amount of reduction of g ~ ,was derived from the measured ratio of reduction
of gK(Ca)/gKMin hippocampal pyramidal cells [17]. The reduction of g ~ ~,corresponds
, , ~
to
a depolarization of 2.5 mV.
Stimulus parameter: Intrinsic noise was simulated by injecting fluctuating currents (standard deviation: 10 PA) t o fit the spike jitter observed experimentally. The mean current
injection in data shown here was 150 PA, and the fluctuation had a standard deviation of
150 PA, leading t o subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations comparable to those in
the experimental data. Correspondence and requests for materials to tang@salk.edu.
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